U.S. Policy on Israel & Palestine
Under the Trump Administration

How Recent Developments Undermine the Prospect for Peace

Over the span of just two years, the Trump Administration has derailed longstanding U.S. policy toward Israel and Palestine. The United States was once seen as a legitimate, but certainly not impartial, mediator in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. However, recent concessions to the Israeli government have only further entrenched Israel’s illegal occupation and attempted annexation of Palestinian land.

The Trump Administration’s approach to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is an aberration from longstanding U.S. policy and has harmed the prospect for peace. Moreover, changing perspectives on Israel and Palestine, particularly among younger Americans, suggest the small, unfit, and unqualified coterie of presidential advisors directing U.S. policy toward the conflict are increasingly out of step with public opinion. Among advocates for justice in Palestine and seekers of a peaceful resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, these nascent changes to public opinion might cast a ray of hope.

That may be true, but there is much to be done to prevent the Trump Administration’s aberrant policy decisions from becoming established U.S. positions and permanently damaging the prospect for peace.

Dishonest Brokers for Peace

News reports indicate the Trump Administration will release a “Middle East Peace Plan” in 2019, but assurances that it will represent a “comprehensive vision for peace” are doubtful at best. Indeed, the administration’s systematic dismantlement of established U.S. positions threatens any potential “final status” agreement between Israel and the Palestinians.

The Trump Administration’s abandonment of longstanding U.S. positions on Israel does not end there. In clear disregard for international law, the administration no longer recognizes Israel’s military presence on territories seized during armed conflict in 1967 as an “occupation.” On multiple occasions, President Trump has said his administration’s recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital and subsequent relocation of the U.S. embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem were both efforts to remove the city from “the negotiating table.” These actions have isolated the U.S. from other international actors and have forced key stakeholders into an untenable state of affairs.

Assaults on Palestinian Human Rights

With Jerusalem and other key issues allegedly “off the table,” the Trump Administration has resorted to bargaining with the lives of innocent children and others in need of assistance. The administration has cut all U.S. funding to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), which provides relief and humanitarian services, including education and health care, to Palestinian refugees. Provisions of the Anti-Terrorism Clarification Act, which took effect this year, have also resulted in the cessation of all assistance from the U.S. Agency for International Development.
Development (USAID) to Palestinians in the occupied territories. Meanwhile, the situation for Palestinians continues to deteriorate on the ground. Israel’s settlement expansion in the West Bank has only accelerated in the last two years, and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has pledged to annex these settlements in brazen violation of international law. According to the United Nations, the Israeli government, and Israeli monitoring groups, reports of settler violence against Palestinians and crimes against property in the West Bank are surging.

In Gaza, Israeli forces have wounded thousands of Palestinian protestors since demonstrations began along the Gaza fence in 2018. After investigating all 189 fatalities recorded between March and December of 2018, the United Nations determined there were “reasonable grounds to believe that, in all but two cases, the use of live ammunition by Israeli security forces against demonstrators was unlawful” because the victims posed no “imminent threat.” If that is the case, these offenses constitute war crimes.

For Palestinian citizens of Israel, what was once de facto second-class citizenship has become de jure with the passage of Israel’s Nation State law, which declares the right to self-determination “unique to the Jewish people.” This development and others – all transgressions against peace and justice – demonstrate the Israeli government’s increased latitude during the Trump Administration to pursue nationalist interests and violate Palestinian human rights. As this administration continues granting concessions to Israel, Palestinians suffer. Altogether, these developments indicate that any forthcoming peace plan from the Trump Administration will be unviable.

**Shifting Attitudes on Israel & Palestine**

Current U.S. policy toward Israel and Palestine is subject to the inclinations of a small, unfit, and unqualified collection of individuals within the Trump Administration. Both Senior Advisor Jared Kushner, who is President Trump’s son-in-law, and U.S. Ambassador to Israel David Friedman, who was President Trump’s bankruptcy lawyer, are staunch advocates of Israel’s unjust acquisition of the Palestinian territories through settlement expansion. National Security Advisor John Bolton, who has made a career of taking baseless, disqualifying positions on various foreign policy issues, appears to have less interest in solving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict than he does in hardening U.S. policy toward Iran.

During this sensitive phase of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, these actors have undermined the prospect for a peaceful resolution. Moreover, their positions are increasingly out of step with American public opinion. While recent polling demonstrates that Americans remain sharply divided on issues related to Israel and Palestine, younger Americans have become more critical of the Israeli government and U.S. policy toward Israel. According to analysis of other recent polling on American attitudes toward Israel and Palestine, these criticisms are rooted in “a principled worldview that emphasizes human rights and international law.”

While this nascent shift in public opinion is promising for those who advocate justice in Palestine and a peaceful resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, there is much to be done. The Trump Administration has privileged the strident nationalist interests of the Israeli government at the expense of Palestinian human rights, upending longstanding U.S. policy in the process. We cannot allow the aberrations of this administration to become established positions that permanently undermine the prospect for peace.

In order to prevent this from happening, Congress should constrain the Trump Administration’s actions and demand accountability for the Israeli government’s violations of international law and basic human rights. Congress must also restore U.S. humanitarian aid to the Palestinians, including the annual commitment to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA). Moreover, the U.S. should denounce rhetoric and policies that dehumanize the Palestinian people, including the Israeli government’s passage of the Nation State law, which relegates Palestinian citizens of Israel to de jure second-class citizenship.

Congress does not have a sound track record on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. At this critical juncture, it is imperative that lawmakers move beyond political posturing and advance policies that constrain and counteract recent actions of the Trump Administration, lest the prospect for peace diminish to the point of no return.
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